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ARM is, even though it's early Alpha stage, already delivering a space walking experience that I have found missing in other
games of the genre. At this point the game focuses on mining, and does it quite well at that. Mining shouldn't be easy and
managing battery power, oxygen, fuel and heat while simultaneously trying to catch chunks of ore is ...challenging - in a good
way!
Also worth mentioning are occasional debris fields hurtling through your area at dsiturbing speeds, giving you great opportunity
to experience the detailed damage model and repair (EVA) system!

Pros:
Unique mining experience.
Captures the gloomy, lonely and exposed feeling of spacewalks well (compared to other games, at least).
Lots of controls available inside the MRM (the tub you're stuck mining in atm)
Basic ontrols are easy to grasp.
Advanced controls are available (full newtonian & subsystem controls).
Great potential!
Active and attentive developers.
Ingame tutorial (could be improved though.)

Cons:
Unstable (had five CTDs during the first two hours of play).
Limited content (Alpha - duh).
Manual is outdated and there is a distinct lack of "how-tos".
Tutorial repeats every time you enter the level.

In short: If you enjoy realistic, gritty space sims, keep an eye on the beauty! Well worth the price at this point!. Better than sex.
Great game, but the mappack DLC are no longer available from Games for Windows - Live. Do NOT purchase this product, as
it is money wasted. I only put this here because Steam does not warn consumers about this.. Pretty much just 4 of the same
characters that look different. Its an enjoyable game. Worth the money!. This is a short visual novel about some russian teens
telling some spooky stories.

It was very well written considering that english does not appear to be the first language of the writers. There were a few
mistakes, but nothing too serious, still very understandable.

The sound effects in the second to last story were kind of weird, however definitely creepy.

Overall, I would recommend this Visual Novel, as it was very well written and the artwork is nice. Also it has easy achievements
and was a nice way to kill a little bit of time.
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nice art
+good simple puzzle yet can be hard
-some fps issue. Snow Moto Racing Freedom is a really cool and solid arcade racing game much in the style of Aqua Moto
Racing Utopia, a game that I like a lot since it reminds me of the old wave race series of games except with more of everything.

This game feels very different and in a great way. First, it\u2019s on snow and it gives you the racing options to either sprint
cross vast mountain landscapes or to race head-to-head in arenas full of jumps, turns and sometimes high hills to climb.

I was impressed to notice that the snow sparkles and that the weather effects range from daylight, sunset, storm, into even dark
night where the snowmobiles have their headlights on. The trails that all snowmobiles make stays in the landscapes and are not
removed like in other snow games I\u2019ve played. Overall I find the sound quality superb. There are dopler effects as you get
passed, the engine pitch goes up when you\u2019re in the air and I even hear the skis in the snow.

The game is rich on features with an extensive single player career mode, time trials, freestyle, leisure, just to mention a few. I
think a lot of effort has gone into all the details of the game. And to top it off this game has online play with world rankings.

My best advice to beginners:

* Try out the first person camera for a great sensation of speed and to gain more direct control on the tight racing tracks.
* In snocross, release the stick early in turns to keep on track.
* Don\u2019t be affraid to try different routes in sprint, even if they seem crazy.
* Use the boost button to go faster!
* Charge your boost by making stunts now and then.
* Press the left front lower button to rotate the snowmobile in the air! That\u2019s what I enjoy the most, since this game
let\u2019s you fly high in the air in every race.

I give it a high score of 9\/10 \u2013 it\u2019s that good!

. so far so good....keep working on it Devs. The drink needs fixed, i drank from a clear lake and had damage sound and didnt
raise my water level. Save and multiplayer option would be great or coop. just gonna give it time, but i am taking a chance with
this game for sure...the volcanic ash is a pain but cool realism.. It is fascinating game. Our job was to click and to give drinks to
people.
That reminds me of funny joke.
Woman walks into a bar with a duck under her arm.
Bartender says, "Hey, where'd you get the pig?"
Woman says, "It's not a pig! It's a duck!"
Bartender says, "I was talking to the duck!". wouldnt even start up for me!!. This is a neat little game which isn't for everybody,
But i personally enjoy it.
Pros (Hopefully with meaning)
+Easy and quick-to-learn controls make the players able to quickly adapt to the game.
+Fun and challenging level design keeping you on your toes with enemies and puzzles.
+Fun and challenging bossfights with great different mechanics to defeat each one.
+Easy to see everything on screen due to it being mostly top-down display.
Cons (With yet again, Hope of meaning)
-Can get repetetive with the grinding.
-Hard to beat the lowest-down (aka hardest) levels without friends on board.
-Playing with random people can be frustrating without proper communications.
-The crafting system requires lots of grinding to be done to gain the resources for each item.
In short its a well-balanced game and fun for people who enjoy quick bursts of action, time-taking puzzles and lots of
multiplayer fun!
(Yes, I took time out of my sleeping pattern to write this review, Thats how sad i am.). Asks too much but gives too little. This
wants to be a speedrun-hard as nails precision momentum platformer. The problem is the controls are awful. You havem a jump
button, and then 1 other button that does shooting/sliding/slamming. So often you'll try to slide and youll slam down and youll
die. The controls are so imprecise. I pressed jump while sliding and 50% of the time it didn't jump and I fell off a cliff. Other
times I hit the slam down while sliding and it didn't respond and I died. This is all even worse when the ga me requires on you
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using momentum and not being able to thing and act split second on instinct but the controls don't support it. Its also annoying
have to retry the entire level after 1 part that is annoying, making you waste time on a short game to inflate game length. When
you're standing and trying basic things like moving and jumping its even worse. A simple slight touch to the right sends your guy
moving 20 yards to the right. Also jumping is super floaty and when you are trying to make a small jump your guy goes flying
past where you're trying to. Theres also not much too see, as every level looks and feels the same. Just slide slam and shoot. Kept
replaying the same level and part bc of the inprecise controls and lack of checkpoints, so I decided it wasn't worth it. 4/10.. I
personally really like platformer games, and this one is really good. The flow of the whole thing (flow get it?) is great!
Your a drop of water trying to get to a lake that you see from your window. You can change from a liquid, gas, and solid!
Get through the obstacles and to the lake......before you evaporate!!!
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